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Abstract 

In past few years, children get trapped into the bore well hole which is left uncovered. The rescue process to save the child from 

bore well is long and complicated. To avoid this, there have been several rescue robot designs available currently. Even now the 

existing robots are not satisfactorily used to rescue the child from bore hole. For this reason, a morphological chart is designed 

from existing and new robot designs. From the morphological chart, various combinations of rescue robot design are formulated. 

Finally, the designs are compared for the best performance. An additional component like digital oxygen supply system, digital 

integrated camera, strain measuring pressure sensors, rope and pulley drive are added to the design to improve rescue operation. 

A lot of other hassles are avoided by this alternative technique. The proposed design is to rescue trapped child from bore well 

within short period and with safely.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Borewells are left unclosed after identifying that ground water is not abundant at the place. These bore wells in turn have started 

to take many innocent lives. There is no proper technique to rescue victims of such accidents. So used a morphological analysis, 

is a method for representing and exploring all the relationships in multidimensional problems. The word morphology means the 

study of shape and form and a way of creating new forms. The process was developed into a technique for generating solutions 

of design. 

The general morphological approach to design is stated below: 

1) Dividing the overall design problem into simpler sub problems. 

2) Generate concept solutions for each sub problem. 

3) Systematically combine the sub problem solutions into various complete solutions and evaluate the all combinations. 

II. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

In most cases reported a parallel hole is dug up and then a horizontal path is made to reach to the trapped object. Various cases 

are being encountered where people especially children are accidently falling and trapped in the bore wells. Taking them out 

safely is one of the most difficult challenges which involve risk and lot of human effort and time. Sometime the bore well is so 

deeper that a human cannot enter leaving the victim helpless to inside the bore well. There is no proper rescue technique to 

rescue victims of such accidents. When they make shift local arrangements do not work, army is called in. 

Moreover this rescue system involves a lot of energy and expensive resources which are not available easily everywhere and 

also need a big space around the trapped bore. That approach involves heavy risks including the possibility of injuries to the 

trapped object during the rescue operations. Also the body may be trap further in the debris and the crisis deepens even more 

means death. 

In such methods some kind of hook is employed to hold the sufferers clothes and body. This may cause wound on the body of 

the trapped object. It is pertinent to mention that a proper technical solution for such emergency crisis is the need of the hour. 

More so in times of continuous research and technical advancements, techno crafts should take the responsibility to find an easy 

way out. In which is an issue of social as well as national concern and an early step in the direction of developing an instrument 

for the rescue of victims of such cases is desirable. 

 Objective 

The objectives of the proposed design as follows: 

1) To make an adaptive robotic design structure so as to adjust it accordingly to the pipeline parameters. 

2) Finding the target (baby) position by using the CCTV camera. 

3) Fix the device at required level by using the suitable mechanism. 
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4) Add gripper or claw to it which can contact and expand according to necessity and can grasp the target inside the pipe. 

5) To interface it with the controller unit, sensor unit and display unit and camera is mounted over it. 

6) To control the whole system with switch pad and to bring the target out of the pipe safely. 

 Bore Well Dimensions 

To know more about the bore well and child rescuing operation a survey is made in some of bore well offices, obtained useful 

information about the bore well under Tamilnadu Ground Water Development and Management act in 2003. 

The information’s are, 

 Maximum bore diameter  = 12inch 

 Maximum length  = 1000feet 

 Length of maximum diameter = 30 feet 

The maximum diameter of bore is digged in the place where the loose soil is found. It is done up to the rock layer is occur. 

After that required size of the bore is digged. 

 Incidents Occurred 

From 2000, in India ratio of dead and alive children is 9:1. This shows that frequency of those trapped children in bore well has 

increased who get died in the hole due to insufficient volume of oxygen or injuries throughout the entire process. The alternative 

solution to this problem is the use of robotic systems which can move down the pipe and bring the trapped target out of it 

properly and safely. This will take lesser time than the normal operation. 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICE 

The rescue robot device has various type of pneumatic, hydraulic and sensor operated components. So basically the components 

of robot are divided into five elements. 

 Fixing elements 

 Rotating elements 

 Translation elements 

 Grasping elements 

 Supporting elements 

 Fixing Elements 

The fixing of device has to be done in a two types. 

 Using rope drive 

By controlling rope drive it is possible to fix the whole device at particular position. The position of the device depends upon the 

child’s position. By using this rope drive 50% stability can be achieved. Because it is hanging from the ground surface so it will 

oscillate. To further improve stability the fixing element is used. 

 Using fixing element 

To further improve stability the fixing element is used. In this cylinder and piston or bevel gear arrangement is used. This 

cylinder and piston arrangement or bevel gear arrangement is arranged in such a way that to fix the device. By using this 

arrangement maximum stability can be obtained. 

 Rotating Elements 

The purpose of the rotating element is to rotate the device to correct position according to the child’s position. For this purpose 

used a set of bevel gear arrangement or worm and worm wheel arrangement. These elements mainly used to access the child at 

correct position. 

 Translation Elements 

Translation elements are used to move the artificial hand or robotic hand which is near to the child.  

 Grasping Elements 

Two classifications of grasps,  

a) Power Grasp [Cylindrical, spherical, hook] 

Power grasps are associated with high grasping forces were large grasping forces and with contact zones which are located along 

the phalanges and the palm there by enveloping the object. 

Ex: Holding a hammer 

b) Pinch or precision [palmer, tip, lateral] 

Precision grasps are generally associated with small grasping forces and with contacts at the fingertips. 
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Ex: Holding an egg. 

 Supporting Elements 

Table - 1 show the supporting components used in the bore well rescue operation. 
Table – 1 

Supporting Components 

S. No Component Function 

1 Digital integrated camera To detect and handle the positioning of the baby 

2 Digital oxygen supply system To supply oxygen to baby from the surface 

3 Advanced small sized servo Motors To run the gears for robot control 

4 Advanced strain measuring pressure sensors To measure the strain pressure in robot hands 

5 Digital infrared thermometer To measure temperature of the baby and trapped baby surroundings 

6 International standardized rope and pulley To carry and support the robot and equipment 

IV. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The morphological approach to system design begins with the working decomposition of the design problem into a detailed 

function structure. Morphological charts, often confused as an idea generation method, are used to organize and synthesize 

solutions from partial solutions. 

 Features 

1) Allows visualization of design space. 

2) Makes the list of features based on required design functions. 

3) Should be manageable size 

4) All features/functions at similar level of detail 

5) Build a list of achieved function and create a table. 

6) Choose one means from each row to combine into a design. 

7) Not all are feasible. 

 Design of morphological Chart 

A morphological chart is designed from existing design and new robot designs. The systems are categorized based on function of 

sub system in the robot. The number of possible combinations is quite large. 

 
Fig. 1: Morphological Chart, from the chart there are 3*2*2*2*3 = 72 combinations. From the combinations three designs are formulated. 
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Fig. 2: Formulated three designs. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Various parameters are considered to select the best design from the three options. Initially compactness factor is considered to 

select a design. When compared to Design 1 and 2, Design 3 has more compactness, because it has less number of components 

than other designs. Weight of the device place major role in handling the device, mostly all the device have equal weight but 

DESIGN 2 and 3 have little bit less weight than DESIGN 1. 
Table – 2 

Comparisons of Design 

S.no Features Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 

1 Compactness Low Low High 

2 Weight More moderate Moderate 

3 Economy High High Low 

4 Easy to operate moderate difficult Simple 

5 Maintenance High High Low 

By considering economic value of the design, Design 3 has low economy than other two designs and it will be easier to 

operate because it has only two actions to perform, the first two designs have more number of operations so it needs more 

maintenance and the last design needs less maintenance. Based on this comparison Design 3 is more suitable to manufacture. 

 Working of Design 3 

The Rescue operation starts with placing of stand along with pulley in a suitable position that enables to pick and drop the device 

easily. After the equipment is connected to the rope through hook joint, it is allowed to move on the bore well. Rope movement 

is controlled by the motor, which is passing through the pulley. The power supply is given to camera and light source. With the 

help of light source the camera sends the image of bore well to the screen on ground surface. 

The Rescuing device is let into the bore well until the camera captures the image of child. When it captures the image of child 

the movement of device is stopped. The position of the child should be analyses through camera. The oxygen concentrator sense 

the presence of oxygen in and around the child, if the presence of oxygen percentage is below 18% it cause breathing problem to 

child. In such case the concentrator sends the oxygen to the child from ground surface temperature sensor in the device will 

measure the temperature inside the bore well. Initially the hands are made to expand then device is dropped to correct position 

that is hands near to hip or shoulder.  

Now, it is the time to actuate the fixing part, so the power is given to motor. Due to the rotation of shaft by motor the nut will 

move down that pulls the upper disc to move down thereby it makes the fixing pad to expand. This expansion will makes the 
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fixing pad to fix on the bore well wall. To know whether the fixing pad fixes on the wall, we kept the pressure sensor on outside 

of fixing pad. It measures the pressure acting on the wall by the pad. 

After the fixing action is over grasping action takes place by actuating a piston cylinder through a Direction Control Valve. 

Now the piston is retracted to grasp the child, the grasping process should be more careful. The force acting on the child is 

measure by the pressure sensor on grasping pad in addition to that a cushion system is also placed in grasping pad to prevent 

injuries on child. 

The grasping action is finished, now the fixing pad is to be removed from the wall, so the motor is to rotate in opposite 

direction. The nut will move up and it pushes the upper disc to move up, thereby the fixing pads made to contract and it is 

removed from the wall. The rope is pulled up by the motor and is lifted above the ground surface and the child is rescued safely 

by expanding the hands. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Lot of lives has been lost due to falling in bore well pipes. The present rescue method consumes more time for the rescuing 

operation and also affected the trapped object. To overcome those difficulties the three rescue robots are designed using 

morphological chart. The best design was selected from the formulated the designs, that are analyzed by various parameters like 

compactness, weight, economy, easy to operate and maintenance. This project can be used to reduce the human efforts for 

rescuing operation from underground bore well. The proposed rescue robot gives optimal performance within less time as 

compared to manual and with safely. 
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